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SPIN-DEPENDENT, INTERFERENCE AND T -ODDFRAGMENTATION AND FRACTURE FUNCTIONS�O.V. TeryaevJoint Institute for Nulear Researh, Dubna, 141980 Russia(Reeived July 1, 2002)Frature funtions, originally suggested to desribe the prodution ofdi�rative and leading hadrons in semi-inlusive DIS, may be also appliedat �xed target energies. They may also inlude interferene and �nal stateinteration, providing a soure for azimuthal asymmetries at HERMES and(espeially) � polarization at NOMAD. The reent papers by Brodsky,Hwang and Shmidt, and by Gluk and Reya, may be understood in termsof frature funtions.PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw, 13.60.Hb, 13.88.+e1. IntrodutionQCD fatorization allows one to express the ross-setions and polariza-tion observables of hard proesses in terms of onvolutions of partoni sub-proess and non-perturbative funtions, desribing the hadron-parton andparton-hadron transitions. The studies of various spin e�ets results in theextension of their possible types. As usual, the ase of Single Spin Asymme-tries (SSA) is espeially di�ult, requiring the interferene and �nal state in-terations, produing the imaginary phase. The most widely known objetsare parton distributions, desribing the fragmentation of hadrons to partonsand related to the forward matrix elements PXhP jA(0)jXihXjA(x)jP i =hP jA(0)A(x)jP i of renormalized non-loal light-one quark and gluon op-erators. As they do not ontain any variable, providing the ut and orre-sponding imaginary phase (to put it in the dramati manner, the proton isstable), the T -odd distribution funtions an not appear in the frameworkof the standard fatorization sheme. At the same time, they may appeare�etively, when the imaginary phase is provided by the ut from the hardproess, but may be formally attributed to the distribution [1℄. Another� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3749)



3750 O.V. Teryaevwell-known objet is fragmentation funtion, desribing the fragmentationof partons to hadrons and onstruted from the time-like utverties of thesimilar operators PXh0jA(0)jP;XihP;XjA(x)j0i. Now, they may ontainthe ut with respet to the time-like parton momentum squared k2(whihwas spae-like in the ase of distributions), orresponding, at the hadronilevel, to the jet mass. This may give rise to the number of T -odd frag-mentation funtions, inluding jet handedness [2℄, Collins funtion [3℄ andinterferene fragmentation funtions [4℄.The FRACTURE Funtion (FF) [5℄, whose partiular example isrepresented by the Di�rative Distribution (DD) [6℄, is related to the objetPXhP1jA(0)jP2;XihP2;XjA(x)jP1i; ombining the properties of FRAgmen-tation and struCTURE funtions. They desribe the orrelated fragmenta-tion of hadrons to partons and vie versa. Originally this term was appliedto desribe the quantities integrated over the variable t = (P1 � P2)2, whilethe �xed t ase is desribed by the so-alled extended frature funtions.2. Interferene and T -odd frature funtionsThey may be also extended [7℄ to desribe SSA in suh proesses. Namely,suh funtions an easily get the imaginary phase from the ut produed bythe variable (P1+k)2. Due to the extra momentum of produed hadron P2,the number of the possible P -odd ombinations inreases. Therefore, theymay naturally allow for the T -odd ounterparts.The T -odd part of (inlusive) DIS was studied long ago, when the non-loal analysis of twist 3 terms was presented for the �rst time [8℄. As soonas DIS does not ontain any uts, these e�ets require the real T -violationand are of a pure aademi interest for the foreseen future of spin experi-ments. At the same time, the similar e�ets for the rossing related proessof semi-inlusive annihilation orrespond to the distributions substituted byfragmentation funtions. As the latter may ontain the imaginary uts,simulating the T -violation, the performed alulation is starting to be morerelated with physis. Namely, it desribes the prodution of transverse polar-ized baryon (one should typially think about �, whose polarization is easilyrevealed in its weak deay) in the annihilation of the unpolarized leptons [9℄.The onsideration of TOFF is atually ompletely similar. One should justsubstitute the transverse polarization of the baryon by the produt of thetransverse omponent of produed partile momentum and the longitudinalpolarization of the initial partile sT ! P2TsL=M . Suh a simultaneous ap-pearane of the momentum and polarization of the di�erent partiles is thenatural onsequene of the orrelated fragmentation of hadrons to partonsand vie versa, desribed by FF. The resulting expression for the hadronitensor, ombining the ontributions of quark and quark�gluon TOFF's is



Spin-Dependent, Interferene and T -Odd Fragmentation . . . 3751the straightforward ounterpart of that for annihilation of unpolarized lep-tons (see (18) of [9℄), up to the mentioned substitution and the hange offragmentation funtion V to the TOFF F (x; �; t). The longitudinal protonpolarization (sL)-dependent part is taking the following form:W �� = sLQ2 Xi=q;�q e2i xBFi(xB ; �; t)[(2xBP �1 +q�)"�P1P2q+(2xBP �1 +q�)"�P1P2q℄:(1)The ase of polarized partons, rather than hadrons, orresponds to the ma-trix elements of axial, rather than vetor operators. Another generalizationmay be provided by the ase of the multihadron fragmentation. It is thislatter ase, onsidered by Collins as a �polarized beam jets� [10℄, whih isthe �rst desription of TOFF. In the ase of the produed baryons, ratherthan pions, the number of possible TOFF substantially inreases. In thease of unpolarized target, the diretion of transverse polarization of pro-dued � may be de�ned by both lepton and hadron sattering planes. It isthe former ase, whih may be desribed by the same expression (1), withpion momentum substituted by � transverse polarization, whih results inreturn to the mentioned formula of [9℄. Note that full set of T -odd fraturefuntions may be studied along the line disussed here [11℄ by dropping therequirement of T -invariane (as T -violation may be simulated by imaginaryphases from FSI).Let us now disuss the possible experimental manifestations of thesee�ets.3. T -odd Frature Funtions at HERMES and NOMADFirst point, whih should be mentioned in this onnetion, is the nees-sity for minor generalization of FF. Namely, one should onsider the possi-bility of the hadron 2 being di�erent from the hadron 1 (pion for HERMESand � for NOMAD. This generalization is in fat straightforward and donot require any hanges in the proof of fatorization.One may also worry, why the orrelated fragmentation ould be impor-tant for the hadrons, whih are produed in the urrent, rather than target,fragmentation region, studied by HERMES. This generalization is more seri-ous. It is based on the fat, that the invariant measure of suh a orrelationis provided by the squared momentum transfer t = �Q2z=x, whih an berather small for HERMES and NOMAD kinematis. Of ourse part of thatsmallness omes from the smallness of Q2, but it is well known, that beauseof �handbag dominane� the saling in Q2 happens muh earlier than in t.Consequently, the orretions to the fatorized distribution and fragmenta-tion funtions, provided by frature funtions, may be important, espeiallyat lower z.



3752 O.V. TeryaevOne should mention in this onnetion the suessful appliation of hand-bag dominane in the area of GPD, having, as it was mentioned above, muhin ommon with FF. Namely, it is a desription of large-angle (real) Comp-ton sattering by the onvolution of a handbag diagram and GPD [12℄.The on�rmation of the importane of FF at NOMAD omes from theMonte-Carlo simulation reported at this onferene [13℄. The substantialontribution of �s happens to result from the target remnants even in theurrent fragmentation region. Moreover, the qualitative reason for that isthe insu�ient energy of � to break the string, modeling the fragmentationproess [14℄, whih orresponds to small t argument disussed above.As soon as the FF gives the important ontribution to ross setion,TOFF should be equally important for T -odd SSA. In this sense, NOMADprovides the �rst evidene for TOFF.As to TOFF role for HERMES, the observed angular distributions ofprodued pions do not ontain, within the experimental errors, the termsin 2�, whih is allowed by the general kinemati analysis, but happens tobe ompatible with zero. The expression (1) produes only sin�, term,providing the natural explanation of this fat.In order to ompare this approah to the �standard model� of this e�et,whih is now probably represented by the onvolution of hiral-odd transver-sity distribution with hiral- and T -odd Collins fragmentation funtion [15℄,one may try to look for the dependene on the variable x and z. whihshould be fatorizable in that approah at leading order [16℄. At the sametime, there is no reason for suh a fatorization in the ase of TOFF. Theurrent level of auray, unfortunately, does not seem to allow for suh ahek. 4. Frature funtions as a framework for distributionand fragmentation modelsFF (and in partiular TOFF) provide a natural framework for under-standing reent suggestions, extending the sope of SIDIS. In partiular,the target spin dependent fragmentation funtions, suggested by Gluk andReya [17℄, perfetly �t to the de�nition of spin-dependent frature fun-tion. The ritiism of this paper may therefore be reformulated as a sug-gestion about possible role of frature funtions. Note that beause fraturefuntions inlude all the information about the target, the expressions forspin-dependent ross setion should not ontain the spin-independent partondistributions anymore.The model alulation of SSA by Brodsky, Hwang and Shmidt (BHS) [18℄may also be related to (T -odd) frature funtion. Indeed, their asymmetryis large only provided the pion transverse momentum is small, whih signalsabout the possibility of orrelation between distribution and fragmentationfuntions.
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